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Editorial
This is the first issue of a new-format "Soils
News", as approved at the 112th Ordinary Meeting
of Federal Council held on September 24, 1980.
The approval stated that there is to be at least four
issues a year, enabling us to take advantage of the
very much lower postage rates offered for
Category B publications. For the present, I have
tentatively decided to produce 4 issues a year.
This first issue is very mi'ch larger than later
issues will be because it covers the full year from
October, 1979. I calculate that 4 issues of 8 to 12
pages each will cost no more than 1 issue of the
old style, yet will be much more useful to members as the news will be more nearly current.
I hope that quarterly publication will encourage discussion through these pages. Letters are
welcome.
News should be channelled through Branch subeditors for Soils News, or through Branch Secretaries if your branch has not appointed one.

I do not have time to chase material for inclusion, so please send me material as it becomes available or by the deadline dates: September 30,
December 3 1 , March 3 1 , June 30. News missed
out of this issue because notice of the specific
deadline was not circulated will appear in No. 46.
All materials should be double-space typed on
one side of the paper. (Don't worry, I'll recycle it
all.)
We may take a couple of issues to settle into a
format, so please be patient if there are a few tatty
ends for a while. Constructive criticism will be
appreciated.
By the way, the plebiscite for the enfranchisement of the Editor gave the results:
For 137
Against 11
Thus Section 8 of the Constitution now reads:
"At a meeting of Council, the president, vicepresident, honorary treasurer, the honorary
secretary and the honorary editor, or their
proxies, shall each have one vote".
Thankyou, all those who voted.
KEVIN HANDRECK

PRESIDENTIAL ADDRESS
Given by P. E. V. Charman at the Biennial General Meeting on May 2 1 , 1980. (Included here because of its excellence
and the number of topics covered. This is not a precedent. Ed.).
In addressing you at the end of my term as President of our national society, I want to develop the theme opened up
by my predecessor, Dr Alan Smith, when he addressed a very much smaller biennial meeting in Leeton two years ago. I
am sure that his address was not given wide publicity in the Society and indeed many members may not have had the
chance to read it at all.
On the matter of the publishing of a Journal, I must
His theme dealt with the history of the Society,
admit I cannot report such achievement — but at least
whether we had achieved its aims, and whether, as a
we are in the forefront of the fight to retain the AustralFederal body, our effort was any more than the sum of
ian Journal of Soil Research. I will return to these
the efforts of each of the branches. He quoted Professor
matters later.
Leeper, from the early days of the Society, who said
I make no apology for repeating the objects of the
that the two major reasons for the existence of such a
Society, directly from our constitution, because I think
Society were that it could call conferences and publish a
it should be done at least every two years at this time.
Journal. He dwelt on these two issues at some length and
They are:
concluded that we could do neither.
1. To advance soil science
I am pleased to say the now outgoing council has suc2. To provide a link between soil scientists and members
ceeded in correcting one aspect. We have now called our
of kindred bodies within Australia and in other
own Society conference and I do not think it too early
countries.
to claim that it is an outstanding success.
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The objectives of the Society were stated more
broadly in 1956, presumably by the first Council, in the
following statement:
"We feel that it has an important role to play in the
scientific development of Australia, but it will have to
establish its reputation by proceeding from lesser to
greater things. The Society will earn the respect of
government departments and of the community at
large according to what it does. The large membership, active Branch and Federal life, useful activity of
Committees, and regular publication of original and
review articles will undoubtedly put the Society in a
position where its opinions will be given weight. The
Society cannot demand this respect, but it can shape
its affairs so that it earns it. We therefore feel that the
Society should grow as actively as it can, it should
not do things in a small way, but rather assume all
responsibilities that come its way."
Have we established our reputation?
Have we earned the respect of government departments?
Do our opinions have weight?
Have we assumed all responsibilities that have come
our way?
Generally speaking, I feel the answer to these questions is "yes", but it is not a very emphatic "yes". In a
number of areas I think the Society has not been strong
enough, and has not "grasped the nettle" in the way that
a professional society should.
We are a group of 700 professional scientists in a
specialised and vital field, and as such our opinions and
activities should be more actively promoted towards
governments and the community at large.
One of the reasons for our weakness, I think, is our
lack of financial backing, staff facilities and resources.
During the present two year council term, membership fees have been increased for the first time for many
years. The increase was from a paltry $2.50 to $6.00,
although an increase to $10.00 was proposed. Whilst this
is a step in the right direction I contend that in no way
does it represent a realistic figure in this day and age,
and it certainly does not give us anywhere near enough
working capital to fund conferences, publications, a
journal, preservation of soil sites, awards, scholarships,
environmental studies and so on. This is the way the
Society should be moving and I make a plea to future
councils that fees should be reviewed critically during
each two year term, and put up in accordance with the
developing needs of the Society, and in line with general
inflationary trends.
The areas into which the Society should be developing I see as follows:
1. Publication of a society journal on a regular basis.
2. Publication of "Soils News" on a more frequent
"newsletter" basis.
3. Holding a national general soils conference every four
years.
4. Holding national thematic or disciplinary conferences
every year or as demand dictates.
5. Producing more of its own publications.
6. Providing more expert opinion to government on soils
and land use matters of national and regional importance.
7. Providing informed opinion on environmental issues
when and where appropriate.
8. Funding of student scholarships in Soil Science.
9. Sponsoring an active national programme towards
preservation of reference soil sites.
I would not regard these as being in any particular
order of priority, but I shall deal with them one by one
in the order presented.
Firstly on a SOCIETY JOURNAL. At present the
Society has no journal of its own for the formal publication of soil science material.

Naturally, it supports the Australian Journal of Soil
Research as the only Australian Journal devoted to our
discipline. The Society fought hard to get it established
in the late fifties and early sixties, and is represented on
its editorial advisory committee. After a few shaky years
of irregular publication and narrow editorial policy, it
has now developed into a journal of international standard which is highly respected by overseas soil scientists.
It has taken its rightful place amongst the series of
Australian Scientific journals published by CSIRO.
However, this journal has been under considerable
threat of late, and the Society has made a major submission to the committee of review of these very journals. One threat suggests it may be broadened to include
more geological and/or hydrological material, and
another, that it may be axed altogether. Arguments used
against it include:
1. That it is neither thriving or developing.
2. That it is too narrow in scope.
3. That it does not stand up well against overseas
journals of soil science.
4. That it is too small.
Another point made is that even our own members
do not support it very well - only a relatively small proportion taking advantage of a member's discount in buying the journal for themselves. Whilst it is clear that
many members avail themselves of their organisation's
subscription, and in fact do not need their own copy,
this does not do much to justify the costs of publication
of such a specialised journal.
The Society has argued that:
1. It is against the change of name of Australian Journal
of Soil Research (AJSR) and consequent broadening
of content, because of the threat to the disciplinary
nature of the journal.
2. Its output compares very favourably with overseas
journals when populations and numbers of soil
scientists are considered.
3. Scope of soils-related articles is very broad.
4. The journal covers the needs of over 700 soil scientists in Australia.
5. The improved editorial policy of recent years will
ensure continued support and development the way
it is now.
Whatever the outcome of the present dilemma, and
we have already had some discussion about it at the
conference, in the long term one solution would be to
publish our own journal. However, this would need a
stronger and more financially sound organisation; a
permanent base and permanently employed staff, and it
would need much stronger direct support from members
for the proposition to be viable. Contributions in the soil
science field would have to be assured on a regular basis
and editorial policy would have to be flexible to meet
changing needs.
I am not very optimistic that the Society will or
could take this on in the near future, but I consider it a
goal for which we should aim. I would point out that the
Ecological Society of Australia is considerably smaller
and younger than our society, but has its own quarterly
journal and also publishes a proceedings and regular
house bulletin.
I now move on to the production of "SOILS NEWS".
In recent years two problems have plagued this publication - lack of contributions and cost of printing.
The recent move by Federal Council to establish
"sub-editors" in each branch was, I believe, a move in
the right direction - but it will only work if branches
get behind the scheme and ensure that items of interest
are forthcoming.
It is inevitable that printing costs will rise, and our
endeavour to improve or even maintain the quality of
presentation of "Soils News", has met with some substantial printing bills. I am conscious that many mem-
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bers feel that these costs are unwarranted in relation to
the sort of material which goes into the publication, and
that the money would be better used for something else.
My own idea of a solution to these problems, particularly if we did ever produce our own journal, would be
the publication of a quarterly newsletter to complement
it. This would be a much lower key type of medium,
perhaps a four page news sheet similar to the one the
Journal of the Australian Institute of Agricultural
Science puts out. It would concentrate on items of interest to members, branch happenings, conferences, letters,
etc., etc., and would have its technical content limited to
summaries of talks, technical notes, book reviews and
the like, which would be included when space allowed,
and if not published in the journal. Quarterly or bimonthly production would suit this, and the resultant
improvement in member contact would be a most valuable aid to Society development. Costs of production
would be considerably less than the current "Soils
News", and as a means of contact between members it
would, I think, be far more effective.
My comments here, however, are not meant in any
way to detract from the excellent work which has been
done by our Honorary Editor and his predecessors in
recent years - a somewhat difficult and unrewarding job
has been done willingly and with worthwhile results.
I move on now to the subject of CONFERENCES,
dealing with general ones like the present conference
first.
As you are aware, in the past soil conferences of a
general nature have been subject to sponsorship by the
Australian Agricultural Council. However, in recent
years that council has not been prepared to support
general conferences and has indicated that limited
attendance thematic conferences were seen to be of
greater value.
Against this background there has been a gradual
build-up of pressure from members for the Society to
organise its own conference, to which the widest range
of soil scientists could come to exchange ideas and
report on developments in their own particular fields.
The present council responded to this pressure and
decided early in its term to organise this conference. I
must admit that my early reservations about the support
we might get were completely unfounded. I feel sure that
this meeting will go on to a successful completion, and I
hope it will go down as a milestone in the history of the
Society's development. I am glad that it has come halfway between International SSS Conferences as this, I
feel, is the logical time to hold it. I am keen to see this
become a regular feature on our calendar — a National
General Soils Conference every four years intervened
between International Conferences. It may be that it
could be run every two years, but I think our aim should
be every fourth year until it has become firmly
established.
The series of smaller general conferences sponsored in
recent years by the New South Wales, ACT and Riverina
branches could well be continued, if demand so dictates.
Victoria has indicated its intention to run one next year,
and this is a most commendable development.
On the subject of disciplinary CONFERENCES - I
have been made aware during my term that soil scientists
in different parts of Australia see a need for the Society
to be more active in sponsoring meetings pertinent to
the individual arms of soil science such as pedology, soil
physics, soil microbiology, clay mineralogy and so on.
In this regard the West Australians naturally feel
somewhat isolated.
I again see a need for the Society to be more active in
this area — there is no real reason why such meetings
could not be organised. Each one could be initiated by a
group of members within the relevant discipline, with
appropriate support from Federal Council. The venue

could be chosen according to the support expected, and
the frequency of such meetings would depend on the
initiative of members, the demand for such disciplinary
get-togethers and the timing of other conferences. The
point I want to make is that Federal Council should be
willing and able to support and promote such meetings,
and members in the various soil science disciplines
should be forthcoming with suitable proposals, backed
by their branches, where they see a need for (say)
workers in the soil water field to come together to
compare notes.
On PUBLICATIONS - I consider the publication of
our last monograph - "Soil Factors in Crop Production
in a semi-arid Environment" - a major achievement for
Australian soil science. Our publications committee is
now discussing a further undertaking - a book dealing
with the effect of man's activities on Australian soils,
and I am sure we can look forward to another production of high quality and value.
However, these are essentially soil scientist's or
advanced student's texts, and I think that there would
be considerable scope for a number of shorter simpler
books on a variety of soils matters. These could be
aimed at school children, students, professional and subprofessional people working in other areas of rural or
environmental activity, and perhaps on a wider basis
still, the public at large. It would seem to be a logical job
for the Society to be involved in, if only it could provide
the solid logistical and financial support required. Such
projects would not then depend so completely on the
dedication and considerable voluntary effort of a small
number of members.
Considering the Society's role as an ADVISOR TO
GOVERNMENT on soils and land use matters, it would
seem that we have had little impact in this area. As a
group of 700 specialists in soil science there must surely
be a case for our greater involvement in the shaping of
land use policy throughout Australia. Our opinions on
matters such as a national soil survey, urban and industrial use of prime farming land, training in pedology and
the widespread threat of soil degradation, should be
made known to the politicians and government administrations who make the decisions on how our fragile
earth resources are utilised.
At a time when ENVIRONMENTAL CONCERN is so
strong in the community, our role in investigations and
questions related to the impact on our environment of a
wide range of proposals should be more positive.
Almost invariably, land development proposals subjected to Environmental Impact Statements require
comment and input regarding possible effects on soils,
soil degradation and related matters. It is clearly within
our competence and expertise to make highly qualified
expressions of opinion and concern, if necessary, either
when asked to do so, or when we see a clear threat to
the nation's soil resources. Soil is a rather finite resource
— we are not going to get any more land than what we
have at present. While I have been speaking approximately 200 hectares of land throughout the world have
been lost through some form of industrial expansion or
soil degradation. The Society as a whole should be more
active in ensuring the availability of an adequate soil
resource to future generations.
Another area I think the Society could be involved
in is the provision of SOIL SCIENCE SCHOLARSHIPS.
Concern has been expressed for a while now about the
dearth of pedologists, and indeed well-trained soil
scientists generally, coming out of our universities in
the last decade. A generation of soil surveyors is in the
process of retiring, and very few trained graduates are
coming up to replace them. Surely this is an area where
we could provide support and encouragement to
budding students of our science, if we had a stronger
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financial base and the administrative capability to reach
into appropriate university departments.
Even with our present limited resources I think such
an idea would be tenable, and I commend it to the
incoming council for consideration on a trial basis.
Finally, I want to speak about the preservation of
REFERENCE SOIL SITES. We are indeed already committed to this concept, and a past committee of the
Society spent considerable time and effort in putting
together guidelines for site preservation and recording.
I am not aware of what branches outside New South
Wales have done in this regard - certainly little preservation action has been advised to the Council in my term
as President. New South Wales IS doing something about
it — action is in train to preserve sites at Department of
Agriculture and Soil Conservation Service Research
Centres, and the branch has been active in trying to
ensure preservation of the important Prospect site west
of Sydney. Somewhat futile and protracted negotiations
over a licence to the area have unfortunately achieved
little, but it is now likely that an approach will be made
to have an Interim Conservation Order placed on the site
and this should prevent any further desecration.
The concept of preserving soil sites of educational
and scientific interest is indeed a noble and valuable one
in which the Society should be resolute. Increasing pressures on land through a variety of developments means
that many sites of value will be lost unless we act
positively.

The greatest hope lies in lands which are owned/controlled by government departments or agencies sympathetic to our cause, and in those States where Heritage
Legislation has been enacted. I appeal to members to
make a concerted effort in this area — this is work which
can be undertaken within our present capability, and
which will be of immense value to future generations.
These, then, are the nine areas in which I feel the
Society should particularly develop. There are others
too, I am sure. I am hopeful that the present conference
will be successful in forging a new sense of unity within
the Society, so that we may go forward and develop into
a more viable force in the community.
Australia's current problems in the areas of energy,
land use, water conservation, soil degradation and primary food production in a hungry world are without
doubt immense. I think if this Society had the full support of all members and set its mind to it - its impact
on some of these problems could also be immense.
We have many constraints, admittedly, some of which
will not be overcome in the short term, but the potential
for considerably increased effort is undoubtedly within
our membership.
I therefore hope that each member will give consideration to the nine areas I have outlined, and weigh the
potential effect of his or her activities in relation to
them. If we can all do this, I believe the impact of this
Society's activities will be much greater as we face the
increasing problems of the 1980's.

1979 J. A. Prescott Medal Winner
Professor N. Collis-George
The J. A. Prescott Medal of Soil Science is an award made annually to a person who had made an outstanding
contribution to soil science.
I am sure all members of the Society would wish to
record their congratulations to George, as he is known
by his associates and friends.
The presentation was made in the Great Hall of the
University of Sydney by the then President of the
Society, Peter Charman on November 16, 1979.
In attendance were Sir Hermann Black, Chancellor of
the University of Sydney, Professor M. G. Taylor,
Deputy Vice-Chancellor, Professor D. Campbell-Allen,
Chairman of the Academic Board, Peter Charman,
Society President, Ross Higginson, President of the NSW
Branch of the Society, and some 50 friends, associates
and well-wishers.
After the presentation, Professor Collis-George gave
an oration titled "Reflections on the Physical Environment of Soil Organisms", which was followed by supper.
Those who know George are aware of the enthusiasm,
energy, and application he applies in search of excellence
in all his activities - teaching, administration and
research. For those who have not had the pleasure of
knowing and working with him these traits will be
obvious from the brief outline of his career which
follows.
Professor Collis-George obtained his B.Sc. (Honours I
Chemistry) (from Manchester University) in 1945, his
M.Sc. in colloid physics in 1946 (from Manchester University) and his Ph.D. in soil physics from Cambridge
University in 1948.
From 1949 to 1954 he was University demonstrator
in Soil Science at Cambridge University and from 1949
to 1956 Supervisor of studies at Fitzwilliam College,

Cambridge. During the period 1954-1956 he was Senior
Research Officer in Charge of the ARC Unit of Soil
Physics at Cambridge.
In 1956 he became Associate Professor of Soil
Science at the University of Sydney and in 1962 the first
Professor of the Chair of Soil Science and Head of the
Department of Soil Science. During the period 19741976 he was Pro-Dean and Acting Dean of the Faculty
of Agriculture.
Professor Collis-George has held a number of visiting
appointments at the University of California, Berkeley
(1952-1953), Department du Sol INRA, Versailles
(1963), Cambridge University (1963), University of
California, Berkeley (1967), University of Alberta
(1971), University of Grenoble (1971) and the University of Lancaster (1975).
He has distinguished himself in teaching, research and
administration, and his ability in all three areas has led
to his being a highly respected member of the academic
community. During his time as Pro-Dean and Acting
Dean he played a major role in the development of new
curricula for Agricultural Science under-graduates. He is
an active participant in all levels of university government, presently being a member of the Standing Committee of the Academic Board. As well, he has served on
and has been Chairman of the Higher School Certificate
Syllabus and Examinations Committee for the subject of
Agriculture, and he has given refresher schools organised
by the Board of Senior School Studies.
In his teaching he places a great emphasis on the
importance of both under-graduate and post-graduate
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levels. He has developed to a high degree small group
teaching methods, which place teacher and student in an
intellectually stimulating situation. Over his 25 years at
the University he has taught on average 100 students a
year, in a diversity of courses from first to fourth year
in the B.Sc.Agr. degree course. A total of about 70
students have taken his specialised fourth year soils
course in their bachelor degree. His post-graduate training has produced 13 Ph.D. degrees, 17 Masters degrees
and 8 post-graduate diplomas. Apart from Australian
students, students have come from Ghana, Hong Kong,
India, Indonesia, Iran, Lebanon, Malaysia, Mexico,
Nigeria, Pakistan, Thailand, The Phillipines, and
Vietnam.
His research activities have been similarly diverse and
extensive. He is the author or co-author of 60 publications. These have been in the areas of water movement
in soils (theoretical, laboratory and field studies), infiltration, evaporation and temperature, soils as colloidal
systems, soil physical factors and soil organisms, field
measurement requirements, thermodynamics of soilwater, and reviews. As well, he serves as a referee for
papers to Aust. J. Soil Res.; Aust. J. Agric. Res.; Soil
Science; J. Soil Sci.; Israel J. Agric. Sci.; J. Geophys Res;
Water Resources Res.; and Hydrol. J. He is a member of
the Research Committee of the Australian Water
Research Foundation, and has been Federal VicePresident and NSW Branch President of the Australian
Soil Science Society.

His current research interests include infiltration during irrigation; physical definition of seed bed conditions;
soil surfaces description in terms of double layer theory;
swelling clays and overburden and moisture potentials;
hydrodynamic dispersion; minimum experimentation for
field studies; and anaerobic conditions in soils and
streams.

Society President, Peter Charman, University of Sydney Chancellor, Sir Hermann Black, Professor N. Collis-George and NSW
Branch President, Ross Higinson, together shortly after the
presentation ceremony.

Retirement and Prescott Medal
winner, 1980
Dr Roy Brewer has been awarded the 1980 Prescott Medal. Dr Brewer was a Chief Research Scientist with the
CSIRO Division of Soils, Canberra until he retired on October 3, 1979, after 38 years of service as pedologist and
micro pedologist.
He graduated from the University of Sydney in 1941,
and in April of the same year joined the Division of Soils
in Adelaide, and carried out soil survey with Bob Smith
in the Moulamein district. Following a break during the
war years when he served with the RAAF, he returned
to the Division to carry out soil surveys in the Riverina
(with Bruce Butler), Hunter Valley, New England,
Sydney and Canberra areas. He moved to Canberra in
1949 and from 1950 on devoted most of his time to
micropedology; to improve the techniques and to apply
them to provide a better understanding of soil genesis
and behaviour. He has published the monograph "Fabric
and Mineral Analysis of Soils", is a co-author of "A
Handbook of Australian Soils", a contributor to "The
Encyclopedia of Soil Science", "Glossary of Soil Micromorphology", "The Jubilee Book on Australian Soils"
and has published more than 50 scientific papers. His
monograph "Fabric and Mineral Analysis of Soils"
played a significant role in the recent increased use of
micromorphology not only in pedology and applied soil
science but also in Pleistocene geology, soil zoology etc.
and elevated him to top status among the micromorphologists of the world. This monograph has been
quoted more than 270 times since it was published in
1964 and has become a Citation Classic.
He was awarded his D.Sc. by the University of Sydney in 1963, a Leverhulme Trust Fellowship 1964-65,
and a Commonwealth Research Fellowship 1971-72, and
is listed in Who's Who in Australia, 1977.
He was Senior Vice-President of Commission VII
ISSS 1960-64, Secretary of Commission V IXth Inter-
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national Congress of Soil Science, Adelaide 1964-68,
President of the ACT Branch ASSS 1959-60, Convenor
of the Sub-Committee for Soil-stratigraphic Nomenclature 1967-70, member of the Editorial Board Geoderma 1967-79, and a member of the Working-Group on
Soil Micromorphology ISSS 1969-73.
He has been appointed an Honorary Research Fellow
with the Canberra Laboratories and hopes to complete
two monographs in the near future but the latter now
have a low priority behind travelling, house painting,
gardening and golf.
Details of the time of presentation of the Prescott
Medal were not available at the time of going to press.

Publications Medals
1979: Dr P. S. Sidhu (co-author Dr R. J. Gilkes), for the
paper "Mineralogy of soils developed on alluvium in
the Indo-Gangetic Plain (India)", Soil Sci. Soc. Am.
J. 4 1 : 1994-201 (1977).
1980: Dr M. J. Knight, for the paper "Structural analysis
and mechanical origins of gilgai at Boorook, Victoria,
Australia", Geoderma 23: 245-83 (1980).
The award committee consisted of Dr A. W. Moore,
Dr S. M. Bromfield, Dr W. A. Muirhead, and the President. The quality of entries in 1980 (4) was higher than
the 1979 (3) entries. On the basis of the experience
gained, the committee has suggested some small changes
(below) to the by-law covering award of this medal.

Publication Medal
The Federal Council of the Australian Society of Soil
Science is now accepting nominations for the Society's
Publication Medal for 1981. The conditions of the award
are set out below.
1. The award will be based on work normally having
been carried out in Australia.
2. The award will be given for a publication on any subject of soil research as currently defined in the
Australian Journal of Soil Research.
3. Publications on which the award is based should
carry a date of receipt not later than the candidate's
34th birthday and applicants should be under 35 on
the first day of January of the year of the award.
4. Publications may include those under joint authorship. However, in this case the candidate normally
should be the senior author.
5. Application for the award may be made by either the
candidate himself/herself or on the candidate's behalf
by a member of the Society.
6. The candidate need not be a member of the Society.
7. Applicants may suggest the names of up to two referees on whom the Society may call.
The award will be made on the basis of scientific
merit, relevance to soil science, and effectiveness in communicating the research to the reader. In the case of
multiple authorship, a written assurance must be given
by the other authors) that the candidate for the Medal
has made the major contribution to the research and
writing of the paper.
Three copies of all applications are to be submitted
before December 3 1 , 1980 to the Honorary Federal
Secretary, Dr A. M. Alston, Waite Agricultural Research
Institute, Private Bag No. 1, Glen Osmond, 5064.

National Soils
Conference, 1980
A detailed report on the National Soils Conference
has been prepared by the organising committee (Dr T. S.
Abbott, Mr C. A. Hawkins and Dr P. G. E. Searle). The
report sets down the background to the holding of the
conference, the early policy decisions, much detail about
the actual organisation of the conference and the conclusion and a list of recommendations.
Without doubt this report will be of great benefit to
all those who will be organising similar or smaller conferences in the future. Federal Council expresses its sincere
thanks to the organising committee for doing such an
excellent job before and during the conference and for
having the dedication to continue into debriefing and
report preparation.
As the report runs to almost 40 pages, it cannot be
reprinted here. However, copies will be available through
all Branch secretaries for persual by all who wish to.
Here only the recommendations are given:
1. We believe that one of the reasons for the success of
this Conference was the fact that no general conference had been held for a long time. Therefore, while
we feel that the Society has demonstrated its capacity
to run large national conferences, we recommend
that a period of at least four years elapses before
staging the next conference.
2. If National Soils Conferences are to be held regularly,
then a Federal Conference Fund should be set up.
This fund could be contributed to each year, and
perhaps take the form of a $2.00 per head levy on
top of the annual subscription current at the time.
3. That an experienced, professional agency be hired to
assist future Conference Organising Committees.
4. That there be reviews on topics of general interest to
be given by invited speakers and such sessions be
plenary in nature.
5. That the practice of allowing authors to choose
poster presentation as an alternative to oral presentation be continued.
6. That Federal Council should consider the major ideas
expressed during the corporate sessions on what the
Society as a whole should be doing. The Council
should examine ways in which the issues raised could
be dealt with. Some issues could become the bases for
seminars held by the Society.
(One idea expressed at the final review and discussion
session was that the Society should be more active
and vocal in convincing various organisations involved
with soils and land use planning that the soil scientist
has a valuable place in decision-making at many levels
of the community.)

Subscriptions,
1980-81
At Federal Council meeting No. 112, it was decided
that subscriptions for 1980-81 will remain at $6. The
level of subscriptions for 1981-82 will be determined
well before the end of the 1980-81 financial year and
will take into account comments received from branches
on the requirements for improving the professional
standing of the Society.
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Seen at the National Conference

Prof. J. P. Quirk, Waite Agricultural Research Institute,
Adelaide: Dr J. E. Lloyd, University of Sydney.

Prof. E. Schlichting, Univ. Hohenheim, West Germany;
Mr P. Charman.

Dr K. G. Tiller, CSIRO Soils, Adelaide; Dr A. L. Clarke,
Wheat Research Institute, Toowoomba; Mr C. G.
Stephens, retired (CSIRO Soils), Adelaide.

Mr P. Charman, NSW Soil Conservation Service, Sydney,
Federal President at the time; Mr J. R. Hallam, NSW
Minister for Agriculture.

Salinity terminology
Following a request from the organisers of the Symposium on Salinity and Water Quality held at the Darling
Downs Institute of Advanced Education in August,
1980, Federal Council has agreed to appoint a subcommittee of 3 to consider salinity terminology. The

terms of reference and the composition of the subcommittee will be decided at the next Federal Council
meeting on December 10, 1980.
Suggestions for terms of reference and possible members are now requested.

Prescott Medal, 1981
Nominations for candidates for the 1981 Prescott
Medal close with the Committee on April 30. Conditions
relating to the award are contained in By-law 26, a copy
of which is included in the Constitution and By-laws

booklet received recently by all members.
Send nominations to Dr J. Loveday, CSIRO Division
of Soils, PO Box 639, CANBERRA CITY, 2601.
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Frequency of
conferences
The success of the National Soils Conference
prompted participants to request that Federal Council
consider organising similar conferences on a regular
basis. The matter was debated at the 112th Meeting of
Federal Council on September 24, 1980. Although there
was a consensus that such conferences should be held
every 4 years it was concluded that nothing need be
done for the present, the final decision being left to the
new Federal Council that would be formed in mid-1982.

Research funding
for soil science
At the biennial general meeting held during the national soils conference in Sydney, Professor McGarity put
the following motion:
"That a sub-committee of five be formed to prepare a
submission to the Commonwealth Council for Rural
Research and Extension; the proposal to set out
needs and long-term research priorities in aspects of
Soil Science of concern in Australia and that the
structure of research funding for such areas be investigated with a view to rationalising the distribution of
funds so that the deployment of such funds for high
priority programmes can be achieved."
The only action taken was that the matter was
referred to the incoming Federal Council for consideration.
Council has now considered the matter and believes it
is desirable for it to be debated within Branches before
any action is taken. Implied in the motion above are
questions concerning the desirability of the Society
becoming more active in lobbying at various levels of
government, and, if so, how this activity is to be
financed.

"The Impact of Man
on Australian Soils"
At the 112th Federal Council meeting on September
24, 1980, it was resolved: "that Federal Council
endorses the action taken so far by the Publication
Committee in relation to the proposed publication of a
book (of the above title) that it authorises completion of
the manuscript and that it approves negotiations with
the publisher (University of Queensland Press) on the
understanding that no ASSS funds are committed without the express approval of Federal Council".
It is understood that most proposed authors have
accepted invitations to write. Editor is Dr John Russell.

Letters
It is requested that all those who write to the Federal
Council should also ensure that their own branch secretary, AND THE PROXY WHO REPRESENTS THAT
BRANCH, also get copies. This will speed decision
making.

Death of
Charles E. Kellogg
Dr Charles E. Kellogg, pioneer soil scientist and
inspirer of many other soil scientists, died on March 9,
1980, aged 77. Obituary details may be found in New
Zealand Soil News 28(3), 1980 and Soil Science 129(6),
329(1980).

QUEENSLAND BRANCH NEWS
FIELD MEETING
A Field Meeting was held on April 18, 19, 1979 to
examine Horticultural Land Use in the Granite Belt:
There were 19 members and 4 visitors present. Members
drove up to several hundred kilometres to meet at
Applethorpe on Friday, April 18 at 8.00 p.m. for our
AGM followed by talks on the Geology, Soils and Horticultural Land Use in the Granite Belt by Mr J. Heaton,
Mr B. Powell and Mr B. Dodd. Mr E. Carroll was instrumental in planning the Field Tour the next day which
started at the Granite Belt Horticultural Research
Station, Applethorpe. Members then travelled by bus to
Harsletts hydroponic celery farm and Zanattas orchard
and winery and returned to Stanthorpe about 3.30 p.m.
PERSONAL NOTES
Professor Calvin Rose, School of Australian Environmental Studies, Griffith University, spent part of his

study leave in 1979 at Temple, Texas, USA and part at
Reading, UK.
Dr Paul Saffigna, formerly of the Queensland Wheat
Research Institute, Toowoomba, was appointed as a
Senior Lecturer in the School of Australian Environmental Studies, Griffith University in May 1979.
Dr Stan Waring, Department of Agriculture, University of Queensland, spent part of his study leave in
1979 at Iowa State University and part at the North
Carolina State University, USA.
Dr John Russell, CSIRO Division of Soils, Cunningham Laboratory, received the Al AS medal in 1980 in
recognition of his research on soil fertility.
Ray Isbell, Officer-in-Charge of the CSIRO Division
of Soils Regional Laboratory in Townsville, spent 2V£
weeks in Indonesia in July on an Australian Development Assistance Bureau mission to advise on soils in a
transmigration area in East Kalimantan.
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Graham Murtha of CSIRO Division of Soils Townsville Laboratory is in India for 4 weeks to initiate a
program to upgrade pastures in central and northern
India under the Australia/India Science and Technology
agreement.
Death of Hartley Teakle on December 8, 1979.
Professor Hartley Teakle was an Honorary Life Member
of the Queensland Branch and the first Federal President. He was born in Hawker, South Australia in 1901,
gained a Bachelor of Science (Agriculture) degree at the
University of Western Australia in 1923 and the degrees

of Master of Science (1924) and Doctor of Philosophy
(1927) at the University of California. On his return to
Western Australia, he undertook soil analysis and
research, surveying millions of hectares for the Western
Australian Department of Agriculture. He joined the
University of Queensland as Professor of Agriculture in
1947. He was awarded the title of Emeritus Professor in
1965 and was Acting Vice-Chancellor in 1967 and 1969.
Professor Hartley Teakle retired as Deputy ViceChancellor in 1970. He was made a Companion of St
Michael and St George in the 1970 Queen's birthday
honours list.

RIVERINA BRANCH NEWS
After discussion at the National Conference about the
future aspects of soil research in Australia, the Riverina
Branch had its own session about the future of soil
research in the Riverina area. Four Institutional Heads
were invited to speak on this topic. This summary does
not contain all of what was said, but highlights some of
the points made.
Dr Allan Smith, of the Agricultural Research Institute, Wagga, mentioned that soil research does not rank
well with Australian Agricultural Research priorities. It
is seen as a set of disciplines which support other parts
of agricultural research to increase production.
There have been changes in soil research over the last
20 years, away from soil mapping and towards physical
aspects of soils, and salinity. Research on residuals of
herbicides, presticides and fertilisers will take an important role in the future.
An important development of recent times is that
changes in the type of research are more and more dictated by politicians, who may be influenced by public
opinion. This puts heavy pressure on certain parts of
research that are rarely in the public eye.
Dr Paul Kriedemann, chief of the CSIRO Division of
Irrigation Research, Griffith, noted that Australia will
look different in the year 2000. More limitations on the
resources of water and land are foreseen. Research,
including basic research should be aimed at devising new
management guidelines. The following points are
thought relevant. The Division of Irrigation Research
may not become involved in every aspect.
Regional Hydrology: The effect of excessive irrigation on rising water tables and associated salinisation
is well established. An immediate concern of the
Division will be to establish more precise criteria for
irrigation scheduling so that crop water requirements
will be more closely matched to irrigation supply.
Root Physiology: Soil factors are of more immediate
consequence on crop performance than aerial factors,
under high input agriculture. Accordingly, Divisional
plant physiologists are being encouraged to go underground and identify those factors responsible for
impaired root growth. The long-term objective is to
select those plants which contribute towards restoration of compacted subsoil and to develop management practices which avoid compaction in the first
place.
Nitrogen Nutrition: Given the need to sustain high
levels of productivity and the likely increase in the
cost of fertiliser in both absolute and relative terms,
the Division has an expanding interest in developing
cost effective methodology for supplying nitrogen to
row crops. Less labile chemical forms of N fertiliser
and more effective application modes are under
study.

Irrigation Tailings: Re-use of surface run-off and
ground water is likely to increase as community
demand for bulk surface water becomes more competitive with agriculture. Safe re-use necessitates a
better understanding of structural changes that ensue
and of factors conducive to pesticide residue degradation. Refurbished laboratories for soil science and
residue analysis will facilitate work in these two areas.
Mr. Stannard of the Water Resources Commission
gave an historical background of irrigation in the MIA,
and elsewhere, and the development of increased watertable levels. As far as future research requirements are
concerned he made the following points:
(a) Reclamation measures will inevitably require the
increased re-use of groundwater, and the question
arises to what extent soils and plants can stand more
saline water.
(b) There will probably be a considerable increase in
massive earthmoving and land forming for irrigation
purposes, to provide for more efficient irrigation
and more extensive units. The increased variability
of soil characteristics resulting from this will most
probably lead to management problems.
(c) Continued use of herbicides, and their effects on
soils, in particular on infiltration, will require many
more investigations to solve problems that develop.
(d) The increasing use of heavy machinery combined
with the time table requirement of most irrigated
crops will lead to greater problems of compaction.
This has developed in some row cropping.
(e) The increased emphasis on cropping, at the expense
of pastures, in irrigated lands will lead to continued
structural deterioration in certain soils.
Dr Don McDonald of the Yanco Agricultural
Research Centre observed that the fuel crisis is not going
to last forever but that some implications could be far
reaching. For instance, having a large portion of land
used to grow fuel crops would greatly increase pressure
on other land, especially under irrigation, for food
production.
It is foreseen that irrigated agriculture will become
more intensive. One of the greatest problems will be to
develop a self sustaining system which does not heavily
rely on fuel resources. The possibility of nitrogen capture by Azolla was mentioned. Dr McDonald did not
think that intensive cropping without tillage will work
over long periods. Research is needed on the maintenance of soil structure and fertility under intensive
cropping.
The building of the Burdekin River Dam may have
great significance for rice growing in the Irrigation
areas of southern New South Wales. There may be a
shift away from growing long grain varieties of rice if
these are produced in large quantities on the Burdekin.
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FERTILIZER RESEARCH - A NEW JOURNAL
FERTILIZER RESEARCH will provide a broad
coverage of all topics of research concerned and
connected with fertilizers and their use, in all areas
of the world. Papers published will deal with the
various aspects of fertilizer research in relation to
soils and soil fertility, soil chemistry, crop and
animal production and husbandry, crop quality
and environment. The studies may be concerned
with agricultural, horticultural and plantation
crops and forestry. The emphasis will be placed on
papers presenting the results of original research.
Occasional reviews will be published as well. All
contributions will be in the English language.
FERTILIZER RESEARCH will appear quarterly,
starting in 1980.
Manuscripts should be sent t o :
Dr P. F. J. van Burg,
Editor-in-Chief
Feitlyn Research
Landbowwkurdig Bureau Van de Nederlandse
Meststoffenindustrie Thorbeckelaan 360
150Etage
2564BZ The Hague
The Netherlands

AGRONOMY CONFERENCE IN 1982
The Second Australian Agronomy Conference
will be held at Yanco Agricultural and Research
Station, Yanco, New South Wales, from May 10 to
12, 1982. It will be preceded by an excursion on
Sunday, May 9.
This will be a national conference, organised by
the Australian Society of Agronomy, convened for
and open to all those interested in Agronomy. It is
not necessary to be a member of the Society to be
eligible to attend the conference. Membership of
the Society is free and may be effected by sending
details to the Honorary Secretary:
Mr J. S. Glendinning,
Australian Fertilizers Limited,
P.O. Box 528,
NORTH SYDNEY, NSW 2060

The probability that a disease will be introduced must be
greatly increased by the development of a large industry
in the north.
Riverina Branch Meeting, Friday, March 2 1 , 1980
Dr D. Mitchel* - "Introduction to the TYPHA project
— a waste water recovery technique".
Dr P. Hocking* — "Response of TYPHA to manganese
and salinity and the distribution of this important
species in Australia".
Dr B. Steer* - "Nitrogen uptake by TYPHA".
Mr I. Kellyf - "The aquatic balance in the MIA".
Dr A. Heritage* - "Symbiotic relationship between
sulphur bacteria and rice roots — prevention of
straight head disease".
* CSIRO Division of Irrigation Research, Griffith

t Water Resources Commission, Leeton
Aoelian Landscapes in the Semi-Arid Zone of SouthEast Australia
Proceedings from the above conference are being
edited and should be available in August or September
at about $10.00 per copy plus postage from Riverina
Branch Secretary, Mr A. J. Dare-Edwards, PO Box S588,
WaggaWagga,2650.

SYMPOSIUM: THE PROPERTIES AND UTILISATION
OF SWELLING CLAY SOILS
University of New England, Armidale.
Monday, August 24 to Friday, August 28, 1981.
Enquiries to: Mr B. J. F. James, Department of Continuing Education, University of New Engalnd, Armidale
2 3 5 1 . ( 0 6 7 ) 7 2 2911.

THIRD AUSTRALASIAN CONFERENCE ON THE
ECOLOGY OF GRASSLAND INVERTEBRATES
Charles Hawker Conference Centre,
Waite Agricultural Research Institute, Adelaide.
Sunday, November 29 to Friday, December 4, 1981.
Enquiries to Chairman of the Organising Committee,
Dr K. E. Lee, CSIRO Division of Soils, Private Bag No.
2, Glen Osmond 5064.

CONFERENCE ON SOIL MANAGEMENT
Victorian Branch ASSS.
Dookie Agricultural College,
Thursday, May 21 and Friday, May 22, 1981.
Abstracts by June 30, 1980, final papers by November
30,1980.
Registration to Dr L. Douglas, Soils Section, School of
Agriculture and Forestry, University of Melbourne,
Parkville3052.
$60 fee covers 1 night of accommodation, meals and
papers.

PRESCOTT SYMPOSIUM ON THE RED-BROWN
EARTHS OF AUSTRALIA
Charles Hawker Conference Centre, Waite Agricultural
Research Institute, Adelaide.
October 8 and 9, 1980.
Speakers
Professor J. P. Quirk
Professor J. A. Prescott
Morphology, distribution and classification
K. H. Northcote
Genesis
D.J. Chittleborough
Chemical properties
C.H.Williams
Physical properties
E. L. Greacen
Fertility and Management (lower rainfall SA)
R. J. French
Fertility and Management (higher rainfall Vic. and NSW)
A. N. Smith
Irrigation
B. Cockroft and F. M. Martin
Engineering properties
W. W. Emerson and P. Peter
Copies of the proceedings will be available from the
Department of Soil Science, Waite Agricultural Research
Institute, PMB 1 Glen Osmond 5064 for about $10 each,
by early 1981 (hopefully).
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TALKS
Integration of research, extension
and farming
Summary of a talk given to the Soil Science Society of South Australia by Mr P. M. King of the South Australian Department of Agriculture on April 17, 1980.
Integration of research, extension and farming is
essential in the 80's. Applied research must be immediately useful to clients (e.g. industry and fanners). Funds
cannot easily be raised to support projects that "might"
be useful. The increased rate of change in technology
requires immediate use of new information, not delays
of several years in which time the information can
become irrelevant.
From 1975-1980 a project was conducted at Coonalpyn in the Upper South East of South Australia with
the aim of involving farmers, industry representatives
and scientific personnel in problem definition, solving
and application of findings. A study group was formed
in a community consisting of 65 farms on 100,000 ha of
land. Participants were involved in hypothesis formation,
site selection for experiments, preparation of the sites,
measurements, interpretation and extension. A system
of testing new ideas proved very successful. They were
discussed at meetings. If necessary they were tested in
pot experiments, in small plots that could be managed
by hand or in large plots in the field. Once an improved
technique was established it was tested further in small

paddocks, e.g. 5 ha, and later used in commercial
production.
Experiments included control of root diseases in
cereals by crop rotation and chemicals: large increases
in yields were obtained (up to 2.0 5/ha grain) and new
techniques based on the experiments including growing
grain legumes and using nematicides, are being used on
3,500 ha of land in the area in 1980. Findings from tillage and fertilizer experiments and experiments aimed at
controlling erosion on water repellent soils led to widespread management changes on 40 properties.
During the four years of field work, the attendance
at meetings increased from 10 to 70 and at field days
from 20 to 400. One thousand annual progress reports
were circulated locally and interstate in 1978 and 1979.
The study group proved attractive to other Department
of Agriculture and Further Education officers, CSIRO,
Machinery and Chemical companies as a means of communicating and evaluating new technical information.
The farmers in the district are now seeking follow up
activity.

Interpretation of 15N leaching studies
in the field
Summary of talk to the Australian Society of Soil Science Inc. (Qld. Branch) on October 10, 1979 by Professor C. W.
Rose, School of Australian Environmental Studies, Griffith University.
The management of mobile plant nutrients such as
nitrate requires some understanding of water movement
in the soil profile, and the consequences of water movement for solute movement. However, some simplification of the solution of the basic partial differential
equations describing water movement in soil is required
for management purposes. Simplification may also be
justified because of the variability of soil properties in
the field.
Increased motivation to seek the mutually supportive
objectives of better efficiency of fertilizer use and
improved water quality has stimulated the development
of management-oriented models for field use. The paper
presented dealt with a test of the capability of new
simplified mathematical models to interpret the movement of nitrate (or other similarly mobile materials) in
field profiles.
The work, carried out at the USD A Grassland Soil
and Water Research Laboratory in Temple, Texas, was in
collaboration with Dr F. W. Chichester. The leaching of
inorganic-N (largely nitrate) was through an undisturbed
2Vi metre deep profile, the lowest metre consisting of
porous weathered bedrock. The components of the

nitrogen balance were measured over 3 years. The crop
each year was corn.
The simplified method of analysis tested using the
data was first to compute the movement of the concentration peak resulting from fertilizer application, and
then secondly, to consider the dispersive spreading of
the nitrate concentration associated with leaching
through the profile. Peak displacement calculations need
information on infiltration, evapotranspiration, and root
depth, and applies to soil profiles which can be characterised by a field capacity or available water content
range (known as a function of depth).
The calculations, carried out manually on monthly
data, gave a fairly good representation of the variation in
time of nitrate concentration measured in lysimeter
leachate. Possible reasons for such discrepancies as
remained - especially secondary maxima in leachate
concentration - were discussed. One possibility relates
to the fissured character of the weathered bed rock material in the bottom metre of the profile.
A computer program to facilitate such calculations is
under development.
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Predicting maintenance fertilizer needs of
legume based pastures in
south-east Queensland
Summary of talk to the Australian Society of Soil Science Inc. (Qld. Branch) on December 12, 1979 by Mr G. E.
Rayment, Senior Soil Technologist, Agricultural Chemistry Branch, DPI, Indooroopilly.
Soil chemical tests, if related to plant attributes such
as yield response to fertilizer, could provide a reliable
method of assessing the maintenance fertilizer requirements of grass-legume pastures in south-east Queensland.
To investigate this possibility, 73 short-term field experiments on commercial pastures were completed over a six
year period, attention being given to phosphorus, sulphur and potassium.' The paper presented described
results so far obtained for Siratro, white clover and
Greenleaf desmodium based pastures.
The legume components were commonly more responsive to topdressed P, S and K fertilizers than were
associated grasses. However, there was no apparent
association between responsiveness and either soil type
or several agronomic factors. Consequently, relations
were sought between relative yields of pasture components and chemical tests of soil samples collected prior to
topdressing treatments. Where possible, sites were
sampled in 10 cm increments to 1 metre.
It was found that both acid - and bicarbonate extractable phosphorus levels in 0-10 cm samples could

be used to assess whether yield responses to Siratro and
Greenleaf desmodium were likely or unlikely to occur,
following P topdressing. For white clover based pastures,
reliable prediction was possible only with the bicarbonate - extractable phosphorus test.
Relations between soil sulphur and potassium tests
and pasture responses to these nutrients are still under
investigation. Phosphate extractable S0 4 -S in 0-10 cm
samples has promise for predicting sulphur responses,
especially in white clover pastures. Confirmed accumulations of S0 4 -S and total S at depth in many sites may
account for the low number of recorded yield responses
in Siratro and Greenleaf pastures.
For predicting response to potassium, replaceable or
exchangeable tests (in 0-10 cm samples) show some
promise, although other potassium tests have still to be
evaluated. Potassium as a per cent of CEC, and potassium as a percent of the exchangeable cations (Ca
+
Mg ++ + Na + + K + ) were not significantly related to
relative yields of pasture legumes.

Australian soil and land handbook
Summary of talk to the ASSS Inc. (Qld. Branch) on March 5, 1980 by Mr R. McDonald, Supervising Scientist, Agricultural Chemistry Branch, DPI, Indooroopilly.
Background was given to the formation of a Committee of Three who were appointed to prepare interim
standards of soil and land terminology capable of
application in soil and land surveys throughout Australia.
The terms of reference given the Committee were outlined.

The need for a Handbook of standard terminology
was discussed, phases of its preparation were outlined
and the Handbook sections on reference information,
landform, parent material and soil profile description
were discussed. A proposed field sheet for recording data
was illustrated.

Some approaches to the quantification
of soil structure
Presidential Address to the SA Branch, June 19, 1980 by A. R. Dexter, Waite Agricultural Research Institute.
Accurate measurements of the geometrical structure
of soil are needed for a number of reasons. For
examples: comparison of the performance of different
tillage implements under various conditions, investigation of the effects of different stubble management
methods, and the investigation of root/environment
interactions.
A method in which the distribution of voids and
aggregates along linear transects is described statistically
has proved to be a useful research tool. The extension of
the method to include a third soil component such as
stones or straw poses no difficulties. Two abbreviated
methods have been developed to handle threecomponent structures. One of these, the "grey state
method", was developed to be compatible with automatic scanning devices which detect features on sections
which are brighter than an arbitrary, adjustable

threshold level.
Attempts to extend the techniques to give adequate
statistical representations of two-dimensional patterns
have so far been unsuccessful. Preliminary studies on a
well-defined structure (a random heap of uniform
spheres) have failed to give the correct continuity of the
void spaces. Crack patterns pose even greater difficulties
of quantification.
The difficulty results from the level of organisation of
soil structure. The structures are not completely regular
and neither are they completely random. Ordering is
present and sometimes extends over quite large distances. However, there are. large, random perturbations
of this ordering. Before two- and three-dimensional
structures can be adequately described, further fundamental developments will be needed in this fascinating
branch of statistical geometry and mechanics.
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WA BRANCH NEWS
Branch Meetings
Dr A. Hamblyn — "Direct drilling and soil water".
Mr P. Charman - "Soil Research in the NSW Soil Conservation Service".
Mr P. Nye — "A soils man in West Africa". As an afterdinner talk at a branch dinner held at a Perth restaurant.
Mr J. McGrath - "Soil fertility and pine growing on the
Donnybrook Sunkland".
Mr C. V. Malcolm - "Salinity problems in India".
Dr R. E. Smith - "Dynamics of hydrology of West
Australian catchments".
Personal notes
Dr M. Sharma and Messrs Malcolm, Nulsen and Stoneman attended the International Symposium on salt
affected soils held at Karnal, India. Sharma, Malcolm
and Nulsen presented papers.
Mr B. Marsh attended the International Soil Conservation Conference in England.
Mr I. Laing attended a joint USA-Mexico workshop
on rainfall collection at Tucson, Arizona and is now in
Iraq on a short term consultancy on the problem of
evaporation from water storages.
Professor C. A. Parker has recently returned from 6
months' study leave — 4 months of which was spent at
Rothamsted, returning through Holland, Denmark,
Sweden, Norway and Finland. He spent three exciting
weeks in China as a semi-official guest of the Chinese
Academy of Science visiting research institutions and
Universities in Peking, Nanking, Shanghai, Wuhan,
Changsha and Canton.
Recent promoted Assoc. Prof. R. J. Gilkes presented
two papers at the International Seminar on Laterisation
Processes held between 11 and 14 December, 1979 at
Trivendrum, India. He also spent 5 weeks in February
and March 1980 with Mr B. Palmer visiting the Punjab
Agricultural University under an India-Australia Science
and Technology Agreement to develop a co-operative
research project on fertilizer evaluation.
Dr Alan Robson spent eight months in the Department of Soils and Plant Nutrition Grassland Research
Institute in the United Kingdom. During this time he
investigated the effect of copper deficiency on the
phenolic constituents of cell walls of wheat and the
effect of changing external phosphate concentrations on
the relationship between dry matter production and
phosphorus concentrations within the plant. During the
conduct of this work he was in receipt of a Royal
Society Bursary. He has been promoted to Senior
Lecturer.
Members from University of Western Australia who
attended the National Conference in Sydney were:
Associate Professors L. A. G. Aylmore and R. J. Gilkes,
Dr A. Hamblin, Mr I. D. Sills. Also attending were Mr
Kwame and Mr Peter Agyili, Research Officers from the
Soils Research Institute, Ghana and Mr Syamsul Siradz
and Mr Bambang Kertonegoro, both lecturers from
Gadjah Mada University, Indonesia, all of whom are
working towards postgraduate degrees.
Assoc. Prof. L. A. G. Aylmore has been appointed
Chairman of the Department of Soil Science and Plant
Nutrition, University of Western Australia.
Ph.D. Theses Passed
D. McGhie — "The Origin of Water Repellance in some
West Australian soils".
B. Palmer — "Chemical, Mineralogical and Biological
Evaluation of Calcined Christmas Island C-grade Rock
Phosphate".

M. Pyman - "Surface Properties of Amorphous Mixed
Oxides".
Ph.D. Theses Submitted
J. Bielby - "Early Metabolism in the Germinating
Vesicular Arbuscular Spore (Globus caledonius)".
D. Glassford — "Late Cainozoic Desert Eolian Sedimentation in Western Australia".
A. Pairunan — "Factors affecting the Availability of
Poorly-soluble Phosphorus Sources to Plants".

OBITUARY
ALAN MEYER POSNER
Professor of Soil Science
It is with great sadness that I report that Professor
Alan Posner died suddenly on Thursday, 28 August
while on a short visit to England. Alan had been struggling with great courage and dignity over the past year to
adjust to rapidly failing eyesight. Despite this handicap
and failing health, he continued his research and teaching activities to excellent effect and also maintained his
great interest in departmental and university affairs.
Alan Posner graduated with 1st Class Honours in
Chemistry from the University of London in 1947 and
subsequently obtained his Ph.D. working with A. E.
Alexander at Cambridge University in 1950. In 1950 he
joined Sir Eric Rideal, FRS at King's College, London to
carry out work on the production of electrical energy
from redox processes. This was an attempt to convert
energy available from coal directly into electrical energy
by way of a novel fuel cell. From 1954-1960 he headed
a newly-formed research laboratory for a leading British
manufacturing company. While this position was financially rewarding and prestigious, Alan felt that it
required him to become more and more an administrator
rather than a scientist. Preferring to develop his research
and scholarly side, Alan spent 4 years as a Lecturer and
Senior Lecturer at the Waite Agricultural Research
Institute in Adelaide, before taking up a Readership in
Soil Chemistry at the University of Western Australia in
1964. He was awarded the D.Sc. from Cambridge University in 1971 and in 1974 was appointed to a Personal
Chair in recognition of his academic excellence and the
international reputation and distinction of his research.
Professor Posner's two major areas of research were
the physical chemistry of inorganic soil constituents and
the properties of soil organic matter. He published more
than 140 papers in international journals and supervised
some 30 postgraduate students. He was Head of the
Department of Soil Science and Plant Nutrition from
1976 and Chairman of the Institute of Agriculture from
1978 until earlier this year. He served as Dean of the
Faculty of Agriculture in 1976/1977 and on many
University Committees.
Alan Posner was truly a man to be admired. An outstanding scientist, teacher and administrator, he was one
of the most kindly and sensitive of men, completely
without malice. He worked tirelessly to achieve the goals
he believed in, but even those who differed with him in
their views never doubted his integrity and fairness. In
the words of a former student "he gave of his best to
everyone, he knew no other way".
GRAHAM AYLMORE
Department of Soil Science and Plant Nutrition
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FINANCIAL STATEMENT
AS AT 24/9/80
General account
Balance 30/6/80
Receipts to 8/7/80
Payments to 24/9/80
Balance 24/9/80

5686.13
209.49
635.97
5259.65

National Conference account
Balance at 30/6/80
Receipts
Payments 225.71
Balance at 24/9/80
(Publication of review papers still to be deducted from this)

1864.60
25.43
1664.40

Monograph account — full statement
The following is a summary of the Monograph account taken from the Annual Financial Statements for the years
1969/70 to 1979/80.
Received from 9th Int. Congress of Soil Science
3000.00
Receipts
1458.28
Bank interest 1/6/69 to 1/6/80
Loans from General Account ASSS 1973/76
3640.00
Repayment of loans from Soils Conference 1979/80
2275.97
Donation from General Account ASSS 1977/78
77.00
7451.25
Royalties 1977/78
423.00
1978/79
802.48
1979/80
435.89
1661.37
Payments
To printer 1975/76
3300.00
Drafting of diagrams 1974/75
240.00
Checking proofs 1975/76
4.75
Stationery and stamps 1971/73
7.19
Telephone 1972/75
126.91
Bal. of Petty Cash paid to Gen. A/c ASSS 1977/78
61.15
Loans to Soils Conference A/c 1978/80
2275.97
Repayment ofloans to Gen. A/c ASSS 1973/76
3640.00
9655.97
Deduct excess of payments over receipts
543.35
Balance at 30/6/80
2456.65
Royalties were paid at the rate of 12/2% of the wholesale price of the book. Members of the Society were able to buy the
book at a discount of 25%. 76 members availed themselves of this offer, amounting to a total benefit of about $470.

SALINITY SYMPOSIUM
A "Salinity and Water Quality Symposium" was held from the 13-15 August, 1980 at the Darling Downs Institute of
Advanced Education, Toowoomba.
Dr Adrian Peck, Senior Principal Research Scientist
from the CSIRO Division of Land Resources Management, Perth, was the keynote speaker. Dr Peck arrived
one day early and was able to inspect field salinity sites
and confer with research workers. Registrants totalling
in excess of 60 attended from every mainland state and
were mainly scientists and engineers, but also included
students and farmers. Many of them are members of the
Australian Society of Soil Science. The interest in this
topic has widened in recent years, as we had scientists

and engineers from mining and forestry as well as from
agriculture water authorities, CSIRO and tertiary
education.
The programme included dryland salinity, methods
of investigation and mapping, salinity models, salinity
and irrigation, and water quality other than salinity.
There were two field trips, each of half a day's duration.
The papers are now being edited and prepared for publication as proceedings, which will cost about $12 post
free.
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Any person wishing to obtain any further information please contact me at the address shown below.
A. J. RIXON
Head, Soil & Water Studies Centre
Darling Downs Institute of Advanced Education
PO Darling Heights
Toowoomba 4350
PROGRAMME
Keynote address followed by discussion. Dr Adrian Peck
DRYLAND SALINITY AND SALINITY AND CROP
GROWTH
"Assessment of dryland salinity in Queensland", by Mr
K. K. Hughes.
"Toposequence salinisation in the lower Burdekin
region", by Mr W. P. Thompson.
"Salinity problems associated with conifer plantation
establishment in Queensland", by Dr D. I. Bevege and
Mr J. A. Simpson.
"An Hypothesis: Salt contributes to the problem of survival of perennial pasture legumes in SE Queensland",
by Mr M.J. Fisher.

Office bearers
1980-81
Federal Council
Dr K. G. Tiller
President
Vice-president Dr J. S. Russell
Secretary
Dr A. M. Alston, Dept. of Soil Service,
Waite Agricultural Research Institute,
PMB 1, Glen Osmond, 5064
Treasurer
Mr R. M. McKenzie
Editor
Mr K. A. Handreck
Proxies
Vice-president Dr J. N. Ladd
ACT
DrW. W.Emerson
NSW
Dr D. G. Lewis
Qld.
Mr D. J. Reuter
Riverina
Dr J. M. Oades
Vic.
Mr C. B. Wells
WA
Mr W. E. Matheson
ACT
President
Secretary
Treasurer

SURVEY METHODS OF SALINITY ASSESSMENT
AND SALINITY MODELS
"Survey techniques for mapping regional soil salinity",
by Dr Baden G. Williams and Mr G. C. Baker.

NSW
President
Secretary

"Leaching of bromide and 15 N-labelled nitrate in a
cracking clay", by Dr P. G. Saffigna, Mr A. L. Cogle
and Mr M. J. Turk.

Treasurer

"Use of earth resistance measurements as a rapid method
of salinity appraisal", by Mr Roger Shaw.

Qld.
President
Secretary

"Transport process in salinisation", by Professor C. W.
Rose.

Treasurer

"Solute Movement in soils. Method of characteristics
and influence of dispersion", by Prof. J. Y. Parlange,
Dr J. L. Starr, Prof. C. W. Rose, Dr R. D. Braddock
and Dr P. Saffigna.

Riverina
President
Sec./Treas.

Dr R . J . Raison
Dr P. K. Khanna, CSIRO Division of
Forest Research, PO Box 4008, Canberra 2600
Mr K. Spencer
Dr M. A. Melville
Dr C. J. Chartres, School of Geography, University of NSW, PO Box 1,
Kensington 2033
Dr C. F. Pain
Dr I. Vallis
Dr G. G. Beckmann, CSIRO Division
of Soils, Mill Road, St. Lucia 4067
Mr R . J . Ison
MrG. D. Batten
Mr A. J. Dare-Edwards, Riverina College, PO Box S588, Wagga Wagga 2650

SA
WATER QUALITY
"Wivenhoe Dam - a survey in advance of the establishment of a large scale water storage", by Mr W. Solly.
"Agricultural Chemical Pollution in irrigated areas of
New South Wales", by Mr I. D. Kelly.
SALINITY AND IRRIGATION
"Changes in salinity of a clay soil profile under ponding
and flood irrigation", by Dr D. S. Mclntyre, Dr J.
Loveday and Dr C. L. Watson.
"Effect of saline irrigation water on pasture productivity
and soil characteristics in the Goulburn Valley of
Victoria", by Mr A. H. Mehanni and Mr A. P. Repsys.
"Soil Salinity hazard caused by lateral groundwater from
rice fields to adjacent land", by Mr A. van der Lelij.
"The effect of rice hulls on a saline soil with a shallow
watertable", by Mr G. E. Bleasdale.
"Soil reclamation and drainage performance of a subsoil
drainage system in a heavy clay soil", by Mr A. P.
Repsys.
"Sub-surface drainage by groundwater pumping, Shepparton Region, Victoria", by Mr W. Trewhella.

President
Secretary
Treasurer
Vic.
President
Secretary
Treasurer
WA
President
Secretary
Treasurer

Dr A. R. Dexter
Mr J. Colville, CSIRO Division of Soils
PMB 2, Glen Osmond 5064
Mr R. J. Hannam
Mr K.I. Pererill
Mr N. B. Greenhill, Dept. of Agriculture, 5 Parliament Place, Melbourne
3000
Mr A. J.Pitt
Dr M. L. Sharma
Mr H. M. Churchward, CSIRO Division
of Land Resources Management, PMB,
Wembley 6014
Mr G. M. Dim mock

SOILS NEWS SUB-EDITORS
SA - Dr M.J. Oades
Vic. - Dr N. C. Uren
NSW - Mr Richard Hicks
WA - Mr Max Churchward
ACT - Dr Chris Watson
Rest not known at time of going to press.
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CSIRO's
Discovering Soils
booklets
DESIGNED TO HELP AUSTRALIANS UNDERSTAND THEIR SOILS AND TO
HELP THEM OVERCOME PROBLEMS THEY MAY BE HAVING WITH THEM
No. 1 Soils — An outline of their properties and management
No. 2 Soil - Australia's greatest resource
No. 3 Composting - Making soil improver from rubbish
No. 4 What's wrong with my soil?
No. 5 Earthworms — For gardeners and fishermen
No. 6 Food for plants
No. 7 Organic matter and soils
No. 8 When should I water?

$1.25
$1.00
$1.25
$1.50
$1.25
$1.50
$2.00
$3.25

Available from:
AUSTRALIAN GOVERNMENT PUBLISHING SERVICE BOOKSHOPS: 12 Pirie
Street, Adelaide; 294 Adelaide Street, Brisbane; 113 London Circuit, Canberra; 162 Macquarie Street, Hobart; 347 Swanston Street, Melbourne; 200
St. George's Terrace, Perth; 309 Pitt Street, Sydney. Postage extra.
EDITORIAL AND PUBLICATIONS SERVICE, CSIRO, PO Box 89, East
Melbourne 3002. (Post free in Australia).
MOST DEPARTMENTS OF AGRICULTURE, SOME GARDEN STORES AND
SOME BOOKSHOPS.
BULK ORDERS: Nos. 1-7, CSIRO, PO Box 89, East Melbourne 3002; No. 8,
Rellim Technical Publications, 116a Gouger Street, Adelaide 5000. (Discounts
according to numbers ordered).
(I would have preferred to fill this space with news, but rather than leave it blank I decided to use an editor's
privilege. K.A.H.).

